Break tHe sHackles OF law
Class struggle demands we prepare to break the
law. The capitalist crisis has pushed this necessity
to the forefront. Five articles in the last Red Flag
spoke to this point: teachers, grocery and longshore workers, MTA, auto.
What you do about the law follows from how
you view “the canon of law.” Liberal reformers
accept the rule of law as a given.
Union leaders, for example, say if the law is
bad get a good lawyer. If that fails, change the bad
laws to good laws. They spend our union dues on
campaigns for “good” politicians who will pass
“good” laws. If pushed, they call for rallies and
demonstrations to pressure lawmakers.
Communist theory, on the other hand, should
view laws as a cover for class domination.
Which view we accept shapes our struggle
today as well as our communist future. Theoretical knowledge has advantages over just raw experience. Correct theory derived from one set of
circumstances guides correct practice in a different set of circumstances. What we learn about law
today can be applied to a different system tomorrow.
The bosses love to define law in classless ways.
Then they pile it on with rules of behavior, company codes of conduct and contracts. Yet even
under capitalism life can lead to a more profound
and useful understanding of these weapons of
class oppression.
Even seemingly “neutral” laws exist only to the
extent that they facilitate exploitation. Where I
work, the bosses prattle on about traffic safety. A
number of workers have been hit at shift change.
Management responded with more security
cops, letters of reprimand for infractions, and escalating threats. Big bosses lurk behind buildings
spying on workers as they drive around the plants.
But accidents have increased.
No wonder! Management decided to release
everyone at the same time instead of using stag-

gered shift times as before. Chaos ensued. It’s
amazing there aren’t even more accidents.
The superintendent refused to discuss the issue
when confronted at a general meeting. “I want to
talk about how to grow the business, not shift
time,” he said.
It’s easier to keep track of our comings and goings with one shift time. Management can make
sure they get every minute of exploitation possible. The bosses are only concerned about traffic
safety to the extent it is useful to maintain exploitation.
The law exists not only to facilitate exploitation, but also--and even more importantly--sabotages the mobilization of the masses. Take the
battle of Longview.
Longshore workers and supporters busted the
law and took over the port to fight for their jobs a
few weeks ago.
Local authorities recently began to arrest longshore workers and supporters en masse. About a
dozen were arrested, mostly women, for blocking
a train. Locals are arrested and harassed as they
go about their normal routines around town.
The union sued over “brutal arrest tactics.” Not
only is this an ineffective strategy, but also it puts
a damper on mobilizing the masses.
Hundreds of thousands have followed this
story. “Good, someone is finally doing something
to fight back against the bosses’ attacks,” was the
popular sentiment in the Boeing plants. Workers
we know all over Seattle said the same thing.
A thousand have already demonstrated at the
headquarters of the company that runs the port.
Thousands more, from up and down the west
coast, would heed a call from the longshore workers to protest this bosses’ fascism. ICWP members
could organize carpools from our jobs, advancing
the fight for a revolutionary perspective.
The masses could shut the port down. Our rallying cry could be: “Shut It Down, Shut It Tight,
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The Bosses’ Days Are Numbered When The
Workers Unite!” Instead, the working class is disarmed as the struggle is tied up in arcane legal arguments.
A New Society With New Possibilities
Slavery, feudalism and capitalism were all
ruled in the interests of a relatively tiny, exploiting
ruling class. Slave owners, kings and nobles, and
capitalists needed camouflage to hide their brutal
oppression. The rule of law is just what the bosses
needed.
Communism is different from the exploitive societies that preceded it. For the first time the
masses can rule in their own name.
Communism gets its strength not from masquerades, but from the ruling masses who know
what they are fighting for. Anything that gets in
the way of this knowledge must be done away
with-- and quickly. Law is right up there on the
list.
Law leads people to focus on the rules and not
the principles behind the rules. Fighting for communism is not the same thing as fighting for
“good” or “left” law.
Communism will succeed because the masses
can be mobilized around communist principles.
Millions will learn through their own practice how
to apply those principles to many different circumstances. Practice derived from principle will
be our ticket to victory.
The bosses can’t trust the working class. The
masses are decadent and brutal, according to the
bosses’ culture. Law must rein them in.
The ICWP, on the other hand, has confidence
the working class and its allies can be mobilized
to defeat the class enemy, stop anti-social behavior and spread communist morality.
Mobilizing the masses for communism is our
guiding principle. In contrast, law is a diversion
and an obstacle.

Communist Philosophy:

universal, Particular anD inDiviDual, Part i

Being human is something we all have in
common. We are all also animals and mammals.
Most of us are workers. The philosopher’s term
for these general characteristics, humanity, being
an animal, being a worker, etc., is universals. A
universal is a general characteristic, but that
doesn’t mean it applies to everything. It is the
kind of characteristic that applies or could apply
to several or many things.
The things that have these general characteristics are called individuals. An individual can
be a person, a thing, or even process or social
class. If we say that “Barack Obama is male,”
we are saying that one individual, Obama, has a
characteristic that he shares with a huge number
of other individuals, and this characteristic is a
universal, being male.
Besides universal and individual, there is a
third category, particular, that fits in between
these two. Particular focuses on a single case or
a narrow range of cases of some universal. If we
talk about a group of workers in a single shop,
and learn that some of them are Red Flag readers
and some are not, then we have several individuals in a particular group or situation that have
the characteristic of being Red Flag readers, a
universal.
Why bother with this terminology?
There are several reasons why communist philosophy uses these terms. As we saw in previous
columns, knowledge in the form of laws and
generalizations is essential for organizing the

fight for communism, and these laws and generalizations use universals to describe individuals
and particular situations. Another reason that especially concerns us here, however, is that wrong
ideas about universals are a major area of idealist
and pro-capitalist philosophy. To understand
what these theories say, we need to separate several ways of talking about universals.
Universals are described by words like
“human,” “animal,” “capitalist,” “strike,” etc.
But the word “human” is not the same as the
concept human. “Human” is a word in a particular language. The concept human, a creation of
thought, is not the same as any particular word,
and can be expressed in any language. Both the
word and the concept are also different from the
biological, social and historical factors that make
something a human being. These factors, characteristics or laws that make up the real universal
human are not words or thoughts but aspects of
the real world.
Two Capitalist Theories about Universals
Several completely wrong ideas about universals are influential in capitalist philosophy. One
view says that there are only words and concepts, but no real universals, at least none we can
know about. This theory, called conceptualism,
says that we humans form concepts only by a
process of leaving out details—excluding the
particular. Thus we form the concept horse by
leaving out the size, weight, color, health, breed,
etc. of individual horses.

The conceptualist says that if there is a real
universal that corresponds to this concept we
form, we know nothing about it. Conceptualists
say we can form the concept of a worker by leaving out the details of any particular job and be
left with only with being paid a wage. The real
causes and consequences of being a worker, the
essence of being a worker, which is the real universal, is unknown and irrelevant. If this were
true, there would be no social laws about being
a worker, nothing behind the surface that would
need to be figured out about work under capitalism.
A similar, more extreme idea is called nominalism, which flatly denies that there are any universals. Nominalism says that the different
things we apply one word to have nothing in
common except that we use the same word for
them. If this were so, there could have been no
laws of nature before humans evolved, since
there were no languages then.
Conceptualism and nominalism have in common that whenever we say that that some individual has some general characteristic, that
characteristic has no counterpart in the real
world. Our words and concepts correspond to
nothing beyond speaking and thinking, a clear
example of an idealist point of view. Unfortunately these are not the only idealist views about
universals. In our next column, we will talk
about a different idealist viewpoint, and outline
the dialectical materialist view of universals.

